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Details of Visit:

Author: politeguy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 11 Jun 2009 Mid Afternoon
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Crystal
Phone: 07929227319

The Premises:

Easy to find (good directions from Crystal). Despite me missing a turn and parking in the wrong
place.

Came out to meet me at the now not sticking gate

The Lady:

It?s always difficult when you have seen a lot of reports and decide that this is your kind of girl but
not having any pictures to go by. However, Crystal did not disappoint. In fact she was pretty
stunning.

I don?t go in for the age thing. All I will say is that she is a gorgeous Ebony MILF

The Story:

If Crystal had a motto it would probably be ? I?ve got a Magnum Vibrator that can blow your mind.
Well Punk, do you feel lucky?
Yes, she likes her toys.
When I arranged the appointment I said I would like a shower. As Crystal was out shopping when I
phoned her she said she would join me in a shower when I arrived.
True to her word we hopped into the shower together which was nice enough but I was then treated
to a blow job followed by sex in doggy while still in the shower. A first for me. Better than a hand
shake and a cup of tea
I?d asked for a bit of Tie and Tease. After the blindfold was put on and fur-lined hand cuffs applied I
was then led around the house
(Still in handcuffs and bindfold) for oral and sex in many locations and positions including on the
stairs.
My only disappointment is that crystal doesn?t do OWO, but hey guys that?s her prerogative.
Don?t push it guys. If a girl doesn?t, she doesn?t. Just respect that.
Eventually made it back to the bedroom where the oral and sex continued with the inclusion of
some of her toys including a vibrating cock-ring and a really huge white vibrator the size of a rolling
pin with a very powerful buzz.
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At the end of all this treatment I literally exploded with her expert hands.
Went home with the obligatory ?Shaky Leg Syndrome?
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